Cartography and Geographic Information Society (CaGIS) 2023 Map Design Competition results

Judges: Tanya Allison (Montgomery College); Mark Denil (Cartographic Perspectives book review editor); Hannah Dormido, (Washington Post); Dylan Moriarty (Washington Post); Tom Patterson (National Park Service, retired); Daniel Cole (Smithsonian Institution)

Best of Show: Tien Shan by Eric Knight: Eric Knight Maps

Student, Interactive/Animated/Digital

Winner: Mapping Archives: Mohawk Land Dispossession by Sulpician Priests by Lea Denieul Pinsky, Noah Canon, Spencer Martel, and Roxanne Halary: Concordia University, Université du Québec à Montréal.

Honorable Mention: A Celebration and Archive of San Pablo Avenue by William Fei: University of California, Berkeley

Student, Print

Winner: An Exploratory Literature Map of “Journey to the West” by Jinnuo Duan, Yue Zhang: East China Normal University

Honorable Mention: Earth Transit by Zhaoxu Sui: University of Oregon

Honorable Mention: Restore or Retreat? A Call to Action to Protect the Great Dismal Swamp, by Kait Irving: Washington University in St. Louis

Professional, Interactive/Animated/Digital

Winner: Angolan Highlands Water Tower by Carolyn Barnwell, Mike Beckner, Steve Boyes, Tyler Dinley, Scott Elder, Liz Elkinington, Maira Ferranti Corrêa, Martin Gamache, Mauro Lourenço, Sylviane Na, Libby Redden, Frédérik Ruys, Rowan Spear-Bulmer, Jim Walters: National Geographic Society, National Geographic Okavango Wilderness Project, Vizualism, and 422 South.

Honorable Mention: North Sea Emissions Uncovered by Ginny Mason, Andrew Critchlow, Chris Isles, Christopher Kennett, Kevin Birn, Hugh Ewan: S&P Global Commodity Insights
Professional, Other

**Winner:** *Tien Shan* by Eric Knight: Eric Knight Maps

**Honorable Mention:** *Native & Endangered Plant Observations* by Jen Urso: Steady Hand Maps

**Honorable Mention:** *Olympus Provincial Park* by Daniel P. Huffman: somethingaboutmaps

**Honorable Mention:** *The Humanity Map of Tinglin*, Shan Li, Xi Tang, Zhiming Jiang, Ziwei Jiang, Xuli Yang, Yameng Wang, Feiran Sun, Yue Zhang, Yisu Liang, Dandan Yu, Junyan Feng, Penghao Dong, Yaoyun Lin, Yifan Zhu: East China Normal University, Shanghai Academy of Guyewang Studies, Chinese Map Publishing House

Professional, Recreation and Travel

**Winner:** *Moore Farms Botanical Garden, Lake City, SC* by Michael Karpovage and Phillip Rodgers: Karpovage Creative Inc and Lake City Creative Alliance

**Honorable Mention:** *Death Valley National Park Day Hikes* by Tracy Pollock, Alison DeGraff Ollivierre: National Geographic Maps

**Honorable Mention:** *Pennsylvania Outdoor Recreation Lizard Map* by Michael Hermann, Erin Greb, Bill Wilgus, Justine Andronici: Purple Lizard Maps

Professional, Reference

**Winner:** *Heart of the Teton Range*, Alex Tait: Alex Tait

**Honorable Mention:** *Bubbling from Below*, Matthew Chwastyk, Patricia Healy, Lucas Petrin: National Geographic Magazine

**Honorable Mention:** *Spain’s Muslim Era*, Rosemary P. Wardley, Fernando G. Baptista, Patricia Healy: National Geographic Magazine

Professional, Thematic

**Winner:** *A Mystery Locked in Ice*, Soren Walljasper, Patricia Healy: National Geographic Magazine

**Honorable Mention:** *Where Elephants Roam*, Christine Fellenz, Monica Serrano, Patricia Healy, Lucas Petrin, Mesa Schmacher, Gaelle Seguillon: National Geographic Magazine

**Honorable Mention:** *Spirits of Scotland*, Milana Glebova: Milana Glebova

**Honorable Mention:** *Forest Carbon of the United States*, Christina Shintani, Greg Fiske: Woodwell Climate Research Center
**Professional: Book/Atlas**

**Winner:** *Atlas of Wild America*, Debbie Gibbons, Jerome Cookson, Michael Horner, Mike McNey, Greg Ugiansky: National Geographic